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Abstract: In wireless networking systems the delay of the packets is a major problem which reduces the
performance of the system. In the wireless system we are assuming that there is fixed route between source and
destination pairs. So to find out the delay and analyzing them, we are proposing a new queue grouping
technique. It is used to handle multiple flows and mutual sharing of wireless network. We used to obtain
breakdown of the wireless network into numerous single queue schemes and lower bound on expected delay
using Greedy Partitioning Algorithm. it will increase the throughput of entire system. A clique network is a
network, in which that allows only one link can be forecast at any given time. For a Clique wireless system, we
proposed a policy that is sample path delay optimal policy. The average delay performance is closed to lower
bound computed by the above technique
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In wireless networking systems the delay of the packets is a major problem which reduces the performance of
the system. In the wireless system we are assuming that there is fixed route between source and destination
pairs. So to find out the delay and analyzing them, we are proposing a new queue grouping technique. It will
used to handle multiple flows and mutual sharing of wireless network. We used to obtain breakdown of the
wireless network into numerous single queue schemes and lower bound on expected delay using Greedy
Partitioning Algorithm. It will increase the throughput of entire system. The average delay performance is
closed to lower bound computed by the above method.
In spite of important effort towards wireless scheduling study with throughput-guarantee, delay recital is
generally an underexplored part, mostly due to technical difficulty when applying the following three popular
approaches:
1. Standard queuing analysis does not work fine for scheduling systems in large-scale distributed systems, since
it is inflexible to explicitly illustrate the stationary queue-length distribution due to the composite coupling
between the queue sizes and active scheduling algorithms.
There exists certain work that diminishes the original system to a simpler system permitting computation of
delay bounds.
2. Bounds (on the sum of stationary queue span over all links) have been premeditated using Lyapunov method.
Alike methods have been used in to study the 3-dimensional tradeoff among time complexity, throughput, and
delay, which streamlines the 2-dimensional tradeoff between complexity and throughput in However; Lyapunov
bounds are frequently very loose.
3. Large deviation methods deliver another alternative to the revision of delay. However, due to dimensionality
the proof methods are not scalable, and only minor networks with preventive topologies allow particular
analysis.
Delay analysis for multi-hop wireless networks has been inadequate to launching the stability of the system. In
this paper, we have taken a significant step towards the predictable delay analysis of these schemes.
2.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Literature survey is the most important step in software development process. Before emerging the tool it is
necessary to govern the time factor, economy, and company strength. Once these possessions are satisfied, then
next steps is to define which operating system and language can be used for emerging the tool. Once the
programmers start structures the tool the programmers need lot of outside support. This provision can be
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obtained from older programmers, from book or from websites. Before building the system the above
deliberation are taken into account for emerging the proposed scheme.
The general research on the delay analysis of development policies has progressed in the following main
directions:
Delay and Operative Throughput of Wireless Scheduling in Heavy Traffic Regimes:
In this paper, they aim at examining effective throughput, and then delay recital, of a large family of wireless
scheduling algorithms by explicitly considering complexity. They model signaling time complexity by
“vacation,” where the scheme stops serving packets and takes vacation to compute a new schedule. Using the
vacation model, they introduce Generalized Max-Weight (GMW) scheduling as a common family of scheduling
algorithms that include many major classes of distributed algorithms in the literature. The impact of signaling
overhead on delay description presents a particularly demanding challenge.
Delay Exploration for Leading Scheduling with Flow Control in Wireless Networks with Bursty Traffic:
Normal delay bounds for one-hop wireless networks that use leading scheduling subject to a general set
of intrusion restrictions. It is known that leading scheduling algorithms are simple to implement and can
provision throughput within a constant factor of optimality. Their exploration demonstrations that this type of
scheduling also yields constricted delay guarantees. In particular, when arrival processes are modulated by
liberated Markov processes, they show that average delay grows at greatest logarithmically in the number of
nodes in the network
Throughput Guarantees through Leading Scheduling in Wireless Networks
Throughput guarantees through distributed scheduling, which has continued an exposed problem for
some time. They consider a simple distributed scheduling strategy, leading scheduling, and prove that it attains a
guaranteed portion of the extreme throughput region in subjective wireless networks. The guaranteed portion
depends on “intrusion degree” of the network which is the extreme number of gatherings that hamper with any
given gathering in the network and do not interfere with each other. Depending on the environment of
communication, the transmission powers and the spread models, the guaranteed fraction can be lower bounded
by the maximum link degrees in the underlying topology, or even by constants that are liberated of the topology.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
The below system architecture show that, how we can analyze delay performance of the system.

Fig 1: System Architecture

In this architecture the packets will transmitted from source to destination through network routers. The links
between the nodes can be divided into small single queues using Queue Flow Network. From one of the path the
packets will be transmitted to destination node.
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3.1 DETAILED SYSTEM STUDY
A. SERVER CLIENT MODULE:
In computing, a server is any mixture of hardware or software designed to provide facilities to clients. When
used alone, the word typically refers to a computer which may be running a server operating system, but is
usually used to refer to any software or devoted hardware capable of providing facilities.
A client is a solicitation or scheme that contacts a remote service on another computer system, identified as a
server, by way of a network. The term was first functional to devices that were not accomplished of running
their own impartial programs, but could interrelate with remote computers via a network. These dumb stations
were clients of the time-sharing mainframe computer.
B. MANAGED DELAY NETWORK:
We examine a multi-hop wireless network with numerous source-destination pairs, given routing and traffic
material. Each source inserts packets in the network, which navigates through the network until it reaches the
destinations multi-hop wireless network movements.
C. TRANSMITTER MODULE:
A packet is queued at every node in its path where it pauses for an occasion to be transmitted. Since the
transmission medium is shared, simultaneous transmissions can interfere with each other’s’ transmissions. The
regular of links that do not cause intrusion with each other can be scheduled concurrently, and we call them
activation vectors.
D. QUEUEING ANALYSIS:
We develop new analytical methods that emphasis on the queuing due to the (K, X)-bottlenecks. One of the
methods, which we call the “reduction technique”, streamlines the study of the queuing upstream of a (K, X)bottleneck to the revision of a single queue system with K servers as showed in the figure. Furthermore, our
examination desires only the exogenous inputs to the scheme and thereby evades the essential to describe
leaving routes on intermediate links in the network. For a large class of input traffic, the lower bound on the
predictable delay can be computed using lone the statistics of the exogenous arrival procedures and not their
sample paths. To obtain a lower bound on the system wide average queuing delay, we analyze queuing in
multiple bottlenecks by calming the intrusion restrictions in the scheme.
4.
4.1

PROPOSED METHOD

EXISTING SYSTEM

We consider a simple distributed scheduling approach, leading scheduling, and prove that it reaches a
guaranteed portion of the extreme throughput region in subjective wireless networks. The guaranteed portion
depends on “intrusion degree” of the network which is the extreme number of sessions that hamper with any
given session in the network and do not hamper with each other. Depending on the environment of
communication, the transmission powers and the propagation models, the guaranteed portion can be lower
bounded by the extreme link degrees in the essential topology, or even by constants that are liberated of the
topology. The guarantees also hold in networks with multicast communication and an subjective number of
frequencies. We demonstrate that the guarantees are fitted in that they cannot be amended any further with
maximal scheduling.
Disadvantages:
1.

A clique network is a distinct graph where at most one link can be scheduled at any given time.

2.

Throughput was decreased.

4.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM
We consider the lower bound study as an important first step in the direction of a complete delay examination
of multi-hop wireless schemes. For a network with node special intrusion, our lower bound is tight in the sense
that it goes to infinity whenever the delay of any throughput best policy is absolute. For a tandem queuing
network, the average delay of a delay best policy proposed statistically coincides with the lower bound provided
in this paper.
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We are able to put on known methods to find a sample path delay-optimal scheduling policy. We also find
policies that diminish a role of queue lengths at all times on a sample path basis. Further, for a tandem queuing
system, we show statistically that the predictable delay of a formerly known delay-optimal policy concurs with
the lower bound.
Advantages:
1. Lower bound is that it can be used for examining a large class of arrival processes in the queuing flows.
2. Throughput was enlarged.
4.3 ALGORITHM
Greedy Partitioning Algorithm:
Step1: Select the source and destination pair from the network.
Step2: Select the number of links between source and destination in the network.
Step3: while number of links less than 0
Step3.1: Find the bottleneck which maximizes the delay.
Step3.2: Remove that node and attach the remaining nodes to source and destination.
Step4: Store the all possible paths into one table.
Step5: Select one of the paths.
Step6: Send packets from source to destination.
Step7: Calculate the delay and arrival rate of each packet.
4.4 ILLUSTRATIONS
The below figure shows that how the proposed system will work to analize the delay in the network.

Fig2: Representation of the System

From the figure the file will be divided into number of packets. Form the network we have to select the source
and destination pair. Then by the algorithm the entaire network will be divided into small single queues. From
that queues we can select the one of the queue and then we can send the packets from source to desnation
through that queue in two ways normal send and priority send.in the priority send the packets will be scheduled
from source to destination. And finally we can findout delay in both the cases.
5.

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our method in thorough experimental evaluation. Our
scheme is developed in java jdk1.8.0_40 and executed in jre1.8.0_40 in the system contains windows 7
operating system, Intel® core (TM) Duo processor 1.83GHz and 1 GB RAM. Some of the observations and
results are shown in figures.
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Fig3: Screen Design with nodes and packets
Fig4: Possible paths for source and destination pair Screen

Fig5 Asking for number of packets for transmission
Fig6 Show the total transmission details

Fig 7: Graph for Delay Analysis

6. CONCLUSION
In wireless networks delay examination is an open problem which is very exciting. For this reason, in this
paper new methods are essential to overawe this problem in multi-hop wireless network. We absorbed on lower
bound analysis in order to decrease the bottlenecks in multi-hop wireless schemes. For definite wireless network
we could a sample-path delay optimal scheduling policy could be attained. The examination we did is common
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and works for a large class of arrival processes. It also provisions channel dissimilarities. Recognizing
bottlenecks in the system is the main problem and the lower bound supports in finding near-optimal policies.
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